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The End Of The Draw

David Warner: colourblind, reckless or making the case for
four-day Tests?

Michael Atherton’s vigils - a thing off the past? (Laurence
Griffiths, Getty Images).
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Before New Zealand and South Africa drew in
Dunedin on March 11, you had to look back
eighteen Tests to find the last time two teams
scrapped out a drawn Test. On 26 November
2011 India needed two runs for victory off the
final ball of the match - with two wickets
in hand – when Ravichandran Ashwin was run
out going for an unlikely second run. The scores
were level but India had one wicket in hand and
the Test was duly drawn, not tied.
To think so many people think that drawn Tests
are a tiresome bore!
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Amazingly only two of the 17 consecutive
wins/losses made it into a fifth day (one
of them only just and after plenty of rain),
seven made it to day four and four of the
matches were completed inside three days.
This begs the question, why aren’t
Test matches going the distance? And
do they need to be scheduled over five
days, or should they be played over four
days, like first-class matches in domestic
competitions. After all, cricket evolves.
They used to play timeless Tests until 1939
when England and South Africa ground
to a standstill – playing nine days of
cricket over 12 days – at Durban. They only
stopped because otherwise England would
have missed the boat home. Last year the
ICC even suggested that a timeless Test to
produce a clear winner would be the most
fitting way to decided a World Test Championship. They’ll be lucky if it lasts four days
at this rate.
In 2009 David Morgan, in his capacity as
president of the ICC, said that he “would be
very surprised if within a year you haven’t
seen some significant changes in Test
match cricket.” Three years have passed
and thankfully most of the hair-brained
shake-up proposals on the ICC’s various
boardroom tables at exotic holiday
destinations have not come to fruition.
Test matches are still played over five
days, during the day and with red (not
pink) cricket balls.
Seventeen results is a small sample
size but enough to suggest a trend given
the nature of some of the results, not
least the record 43 LBW decisions in the
three-match Pakistan-England series.
The five-day Test may be an endangered
species given the confluence of key
changes in the game.

Explanation 3
Has the world’s weather
improved drastically?

Without getting into the
longterm forecasts of the climate change
- I’ll save that analysis for a rainy day –
weather has not been a decisive factor in
this sequence. But I’m assured it still rains
most days in Blighty so we’ll see!

Explanation 4
Has Twenty20 changed the way
batsmen bat and bowlers bowl?

Yes, almost certainly.
Australia’s David Warner was initially
regarded as a happy-go-lucky T20 specialist
but after proving himself in the ODI arena
he was given a chance at the long game.
In ten innings Warner has hurriedly made
15 or less on seven occasions, 34 once and
then two blitzkrieg hundreds (123* and
180). If this kind of erratic scoring pattern is
the plight of the modern-day opener then it
is no surprise that games are moving
along so fast. The statistics show that
the T20 effect is accelerating a trend that
started in the 1990s as Australia led the
way in increasing run rates towards four
an over and better ground maintenance
equipment and outfields allowed games to
survive rain.

Billy Bowden and Simon Taufel consult on a decision
(Getty Images).

Explanation 1
Are pitches doing more?

I don’t think so – if anything, cricket boards
try to make better surfaces to increase
ticket, beer and television
broadcast revenues. Don’t we know how
much the ECB love a Test that goes to Day 5?

Explanation 2
Have these 17 matches
been contested between
mismatched sides?

Well, only if you consider series like
Pakistan’s whitewash over England and
Australia’s clean sweep over India as
mismatches - so that’s not it either.

The rise of the LBW: Eoin Morgan joins the Saeed Ajmal collection (Gareth Copley, Getty Images).
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In the good old days an opener’s first
duty was to see the shine off the new ball
but in Warner’s most recent hundred he
tried to hit every single ball into the stands
as he brought up his ton from only 69 balls.
There now seems to be a place for these
kind of boom-or-bust players. Warner is
just one example of a new breed of batsman who is selected for professional cricket
on the basis that he is able to score at a rate
of well over one run per ball. Star batsmen
beginning their professional careers aren’t
driven by a desire to leave outside offstump – they know all too well that to get
noticed by scouts and agents then 60-ball
hundreds are the ticket to fame and
lucrative contracts.
The forward defensive has been moved
to the back-pages of the textbook, replaced
by improvised strokes like the reverse-paddle
and the switch-hit.
By the same token, bowlers are increasingly rewarded for hitting the stumps and
not just for stopping the flow of runs from
one end. The modern game is faster and
more aggressive than ever and innings
like Mike Atherton’s 492-ball vigil at the
crease to bat out an improbably draw at the
Wanderers in 2004 belong to a bygone era.
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The new game is about fast and quick run
chases with no target too high for the brave
(and sometimes stupid?) batting orders of
the 21st Century.
When T20 cricket began to take off the
cricket world worried that it could kill Test
cricket. It now seems possible that it could
have the opposite effect. T20 brought a new
age of fans into cricket by whetting their
appetite with bits of hit-and-giggle before
they were slowly but surely lured in to the
engrossing feast that is the five-day game.

Explanation 4
Have the rules changed?

Umm…no, not really, but yes, in a big
way. The implementation of the Decision
Review System (DRS) in virtually all series
except for some inexplicably fishy reason
those that include India, has almost certainly resulted in a far higher percentage of
touch-and-go appeals being given out.
The general playing rules haven’t been
changed but the old ‘give the batsman
the benefit of the doubt’ has gone out the
window. Bat / glove / pad decisions that
were just too difficult for umpires to call
are being ruled out with the aid of exceptional advances in camera and infra-red

(Hotspot) imagery and Hawk-eye tracking
technology.
Umpires were already influenced by the
technology and have been giving more decisions for the bowler in the last five years.
But the referral system, especially when it
comes to close LBW’s, has given umpires
even more confidence to raise the finger
when they believe that the ball was hitting
the off and leg stumps, and not just when
the appeal looked plumb.
Fortunately DRS was not in use when I
played my only cricket game of last summer, in Oxford, and I was trapped in front
on the third ball of my innings. I looked up
at the umpire – a long-time MCC member
of course – he bellowed loud and clear; “No,
missing middle!”
Most innovations to cricketing rules
over the last decade or so have hugely
favoured bat over ball; “It’s a bastman’s
game now… Who’d be a bowler these
days?” harp on the former leather-hurtling
hacks behind the microphone, but it seems
the bowlers have gained a few yards of
rope here in the never-ending tug of war
between bat and ball.
On Day One of the third Test between
Pakistan and England in Dubai recently,

Left: Andrew Strauss, Right: Ricky Ponting: Calling for a review of
the umpire’s decision or throwing some dance moves?

the world’s best umpire Simon Taufel had
six LBW decisions overturned. In a contest
where only two unsuccessful referrals are
allowed per team per innings, this stat puts
into context the extent to which success
under DRS comes from knowing when to
use it. England were only two-down in the
final innings of that match when Pakistan’s available referrals were exhausted
– had they not wasted them, they almost
certainly would have thrashed the visitors
even more quickly.
Should the ICC decide to change Test
cricket to a four-day affair without wishing
to dramatically changing the percentage
of matches that are drawn, it could simply
increase the number of unsuccessful referrals allowed per innings to three.
I’m not sure that I’m advocating shortening the perfect game but I can see how,
given all this evidence, it could make sense.
The schedule is crowded and the public are
hungry for more and longer Test series. The
recent two-Test series between South Africa
and Australia was an embarrassment to the
ICC and should never, ever be repeated.
Cutting Tests to four days would free up
the current schedule and I have no doubt
that an even more aggressive style of

cricket and captaincy would be employed
as teams look to win more and draw less.
 ercentage of matches that
P
have been drawn in each
decade since 1960.

thus incentivising teams to play to win.
Many real Test fans love a good drawn
tussle but it simply isn’t what broadcasters
(read advertisers) want. #justsaying
Follow Nick Sadleir on Twitter:
@nicksadleir and nicksadleir.com

Decade (Tests, Draws, % Drawn)
1960s (186, 88, 47.3%)
1970s (198, 84, 42.3%)
1980s (266, 122, 45.9%)
1990s (347, 124, 35.7%)
2000s (464, 114, 24.6%)
2010s (67, 16, 23.8%)
The trend shows that the T20 revolution
and the embracing of DRS is almost certain
to follow the trend outlined in this table.
Note that the 2010s decade sample is too
small to draw a definitive conclusion, but I
shall be amazed if the percentage of drawn
Tests does not continue to fall.
On a stage that is increasingly about
rankings, another innovation that could be
considered by the ICC, should they wish to
reduce Tests to four days without putting
players in pyjamas and dealing with a dewy
pink ball under floodlights and in front of
cheerleaders, could be to re-jig the number
of points allocated for wins and draws,
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